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I t is pointed out that the lines disappear from the spectrum as the percentage becomes less, the shortest lines disappearing first-and that although we have here the foreshadowing of a quantitative spectrumanalysis, the method is so rough as to be inapplicable.
It is then stated that further researches on a method which promises much greater .accuracy are in progress.
The bearing of these results on our knowledge of the reversing layer of the sun's atmosphere is then discussed. In this communication the author endeavours to elucidate the abundant and obscure organic remains which are found so commonly in the Palaeozoic rocks, and especially in the Silurian strata of Britain, and which are generally known by the vague and convenient names of " Fueoids," " Annelide-burrows," and " tracks." After expressing his opinion that the first step towards the study of these obscure fossils lies in the provisional grouping and naming of the more marked forms which are already known to exist, the author proceeds to divide the remains under consideration into two great groups. In the first of these groups are those fossils which are truly the burrows of marine worms, as distin guished from mere trails and surface-tracks. Some of these burrows ( Scolithus) are more or less nearly vertical in direction as regards the strata in which they are found; and they are to be looked upon as being true burrows of habitation. In this section are placed the genera Scolithus,
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Annelides o f the Older Paleozoic Rocks.
2 8 9 different nature from the preceding, and may reasonably be compared to the burrows of the recent lobworms. These burrows run more or less hori zontally as compared with the laminae of deposition, or they penetrate the strata obliquely. They are not burrows of habitation, but are wandering tunnels excavated by the worm in its search after food. The fossils of this group, therefore, as preserved to us, are not the actual burrows themselves, but the burrows filled up with the sand or mud which the worm has passed through its alimentary canal. The burrows of this kind (including many forms previously described under the names of Chondrites, Palceophycus, &c.), the author groups together und name of Planolites.
The second great group of Annelide-remains comprises genuine surface-trails or " tracks," which of necessity never pass below the surface of the bed on which they occur.
Some of these remains, such as Crossopodia, are, beyond doubt, due to the operation of marine A nnelides; but it may be a matter of question whether we have in these cases the actually petrified body of the worm, or merely the track produced by the passage of the a n im a l over the surface of the mud or sand. The author, however, gives reasons for believing that the latter explanation is truly the correct one.
Other fossils belonging to this group (such as Myrianites) are equally, beyond doubt, produced by the operations of marine animals; but it remains quite uncertain whether they have been formed by Annelides, Crustaceans, or Mollusks. Lastly, there are remains which appear to be really casts of the surface-trails of Annelides or other marine creatures, and which, therefore, are elevated above the surface of the bed on which they occur. Such remains may readily be confounded with those belonging to the genus Planolites, from which they are only distinguishable by the fact that they are strictly confined to a single surface of deposition. To fossils of this nature the author proposes to restrict the generic title of Nemertites.
Finally, the author describes some singular tracks apparently produced by Crustaceans belonging to the genus Ceratiocaris, and for which he proposes the generic name of Caridolites.
The following list comprises the species of fossils described in this communication:-A. B urrows. 
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